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BP-51 for GU & GQ
Patrols are a “match
made in heaven”
ARB’s latest BP-51 application will have Patrol owners gearing up for their next
adventure as the high performance shock absorbers, which have redefined suspension
capabilities, are now available for GU & GQ Patrols.
Stuart Fooks, ARB’s lead Old Man Emu engineer,
said it was a ‘no-brainer’ that the GU & GQ
applications were next on the list and explains
how BP-51’s are a perfect fit for the popular Patrol
Series.
“GU and GQ vehicles are notorious for their
popularity amongst a wide demographic given
they’re just as at home on a long distance touring
trip as they are as a weekend warrior. That’s why
BP-51s are a match made in heaven for GU and
GQ vehicles as the adjustable nature of the BP-51
allows for fine tuning for a specific vehicle set-up,
when more load is added or removed, or as terrain
changes.”
Since ARB released its BP-51 (bypass 51mm
diameter bore) shock absorbers in January 2015,
ARB’s Old Man Emu engineers have been working
tirelessly to meet demand and have released
a total of 18 4WD vehicle applications around
the world in the 18 month period. Other popular
applications released recently include the latest
generation Ford Ranger, Mazda BT50, Toyota
HiLux and Toyota LandCruiser 200 Series.
Mr Fooks explains why BP-51s are the suspension
of choice for these popular late-model vehicles:
“Unlike most suspension systems on the market,
BP-51s absorb the crunch from an unexpected
obstacle like no other. When a driver goes too
fast around a corner to an unexpected washedout section of a track, normally they would brace

in anticipation for what’s next. BP-51’s damping
ramps through the compression stroke as bypass
passages are progressively shut off, preventing
that moment of anticipated impact.”
ENGINEERED, INTERGRATED, TESTED
Bringing racing technology to everyday
applications, BP-51 shock absorbers feature
revolutionary, patent pending technology that is
developed to deliver unparalleled on and off road
performance.
Developed and tested extensively in some of
Australia’s most rugged environments, these big
bore, position sensitive bypass shock absorbers
with remote reservoir are designed to be fitted
without any need for vehicle modification,
combining considerable ride comfort around town
with significant amounts of end-zone damping for
exceptional chassis control and handling off road.
In addition to the velocity sensitive damping used
in most shock absorbers, where the faster the
piston moves, the higher the level of damping
is generated, BP-51 shock absorbers also
generate damping dependent on the position of
the piston within the shock absorber’s body via
their bypass design. This results in an ability for
the shock absorber to provide the best of both
worlds, with a comfortable and compliant ride
during normal driving and a more controlled ride
over challenging terrain. With greater levels of
damping generated at each end of the stroke, the
piston slows as it approaches full compression
and extension, preventing harsh topping out
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against the bump stop and allowing larger bumps
and corrugations to be absorbed more easily.

and the second, long travel version, suitable for
lifts of 75 to 100mm (3 to 4 inch).

Further to this, damping performance is easily
adjustable across a wide range in both rebound
and compression, allowing the user to alter the
vehicle’s ride performance to cater for different
road conditions and vehicle loading scenarios.

Australian BP-51 4WD Vehicle Applications:
•
Ford Ranger PX & PXII
•
Toyota HiLux 2005 to 2015
•
Toyota HiLux 2015 on
•
Toyota Landcruiser 200 Series
•
Jeep Wrangler JK
•
Mazda BT-50 2011 on
•
Toyota FJ Cruiser 2010 on
•
Toyota Landcruiser 70 series 2007 on
•
Toyota Landcruiser Prado 150 series

The body and reservoir are made from aircraft
grade (6061 T6) aluminium, with a type 3, 40
micron hard anodised finish, ensuring exceptional
heat dissipation and resistance to corrosion and
stone damage.
Designed, developed and tested entirely by
ARB’s team of Old Man Emu Ride Engineers, all
BP-51 shock absorbers are manufactured inhouse by ARB. In order to achieve this, significant
investment has been made in state of the art
machinery and hard anodising equipment,
allowing ARB total control of the manufacturing
process to ensure the highest possible quality.

For more information on the range of ARB Old Man
Emu BP-51 shock absorbers, visit: www.arb.com.
au/bp-51
All media enquiries should be directed to Lisa Ingram:
T (03) 9761 6622
F (03) 9721 9093
W www.arb.com.au
E lingram@arb.com.au
P PO Box 105, Kilsyth, Vic 3137

Key Features:
•
Bypass technology with remote reservoir
•
Vehicle specific applications
•
Independently adjustable for both rebound
and compression
•
Hard anodised, aircraft grade (6061 T6)
aluminium body and reservoir
•
Adjustable spring preload/ride height
adjustment
•
High pressure nitrogen reservoir with
aluminium, anodised floating piston
•
19mm hard chromed ground shaft with impact
resistant, replaceable shaft guard
•
Dash 6 high temperature Teflon® hose with
high flow fittings
•
Large Teflon® lined spherical bearings on coil
over applications
•
Designed, developed and manufactured by
ARB

About ARB
Founded in 1975 in Melbourne, ARB 4x4 Accessories is now
Australia’s largest manufacturer and distributor of aftermarket
4WD accessories. With products including bull bars, protection
equipment, Old Man Emu suspension, Air Lockers, roof racks,
canopies and recovery equipment, our primary mission is to
prepare vehicles for the remote and harsh conditions typically
encountered off road. ARB currently has more than 50 stores
and over 100 stockists located across Australia, as well as
offices in the United States, Thailand and Europe, and an
export network reaching more than 100 countries around the
world.

The Nissan Patrol GU/GQ package consists of
2 front dampers, 2 rear dampers and 2 fit kits. 2
different lift versions will be available with the
first version suitable for lifts up to 50mm (2 inch)
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